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CYCLIC GROUP ACTIONS ON RIEMANN SURFACES

MAHGOUB YAHIA

Abstract. We study the actions of Z/m, the cyclic group of order m, on Riemann

surfaces which generate the bordism group ^¿2/m- We analyse <%f/m by means of

fixed point structure using the technique of "bordism with families of slice types"

[4].

1. Introduction. Although smooth actions of cyclic groups on closed unitary or

oriented surfaces can be easily classified up to equivariant diffeomorphism, there are

contexts in which one needs a more precise understanding of such actions. For

example, one natural question concerns the G-signature which can be realized by

oriented G-surfaces. We shall give a family of Z/m surfaces whose G-signatures

generate the imaginary summand of the localized representation ring R(Z/m) ® l[\].

The existence of such families has proved to be important in some contexts (compare

[6].)
The author would like to express his thanks to C. Kosniowski for his help.

2. The generators. In this paper the generators fall into two classes—"primitive"

and "induced". The primitive generators are of three types. The first type needs no

further comment.

2.1. CP1: the complex projective line CP1 with trivial Z/m action.

In order to describe the second type we shall first give some notation.

Let Vj be the complex line C with Z/m action given by multiplication by

£y = exp(2tTij/m). Then the one-dimensional irreducible complex Z/m-modules are

Vpj = 1,2,... ,m. The second family is then given as follows:

2.2. CP(C © Vj),j = 1,2,..., [(m - l)/2]: the complex projective line with Z/m

action given by [z0, zj -» [z0, fzj

The third type requires some explanation. We begin with a list of formal names

for the examples.

2.3. S(m, n, j, h), /i|«|m, where (y, n/h) = 1 and 1 *£j < ((n/h) - l)/2.

The following discussion gives the construction for such examples.

For given h and y let q be the unique integer satisfying

(i)(q, n) = h,

(ii)jq/h = -lmod(n/h),

(iii) 1 < q ^ n - 1.
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Let A(k), k = 1,2,. ..,<?,be q (two-dimensional) discs in C X R, i.e. A(k) =

{(z, k)C X R: |z|2 < 1). Also let A(k, j), 0 <y < 4n - 1, be An points on the

boundary of the disc A(k) defined by

A{k, j) = (exp(7ry/2n), k) g C X R.

Take n(q — 1) rectangular shaped strips and label their vertices in the following

way:

B(2r+ 3,4s + 2)

#■ = 0,1,..

s = 0,1,..
B(2r + 2,4s + 3)

B(2r + 2,4s)

r-0,1,..

1-0,1,.,
B(2r+ 1,4s + 1)

B(2r + 3,4s + 3)

B(2r + 2,4s + 1)

B(2r + 2,4s + 1)

B(2r+ 1,4j)

•,[U-2)/2]
,n - 1

.,[(?-2)/2]

,«-1

Embed these strips into C X R so that the edges (B(k, j), B(k, j + 1)) and

(A(k, j), A(k, j + 1)) are identified whenever the edge (B(k, j), B(k, j + 1)) is

defined. The result is a unitary surface M1 with boundary. (See Figure 1, for the case

m = 4,y = 1, q = 2 = h and Figure 2 for the case m = 6,j = 1, h = 3 and q = 3.)

Figure 1 Figure 2

There is an action of Z/m on C X R given by (z, t) -* (£m/"z, t) and if the

rectangular strips are embedded symmetrically, then this action of Z/m on C X R

induces an action of Z/m on M1. The resulting action on M1 induces an action on

the boundary of M1. It is easy to see that the boundary of M1 consists of h circles.
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The Z/m action on h circles can be extended uniquely to an action on h discs. By

attaching such h discs to M1 and smoothing out the corners we get a closed unitary

surface of genus (q — l)[(n — l)/2] with a Z/m action.

Finally we come to the "induced" examples:

2.4. Z/m Xz/jfe M where k\m and M is an example from (2.1)-(2.3).

2.5 Theorem. Let G = Z/m and Q = [n: n\m,\ < n < m). Then <%2G is freely

generated by surfaces Z/m xz/nM where n g Q and M is a surface from the

following list:

CP1,

CP(C © Vj)    where j =1,2,..., n/2,

S(n, n/t, j/t, 1)    where 1 < j < n/2 and (n, j) = t ¥= j,

S(n, p'', p'^1 - 1, p)    where n/j = p'', r # 1,

S(n, p,1,1)    where n/j = p ¥= 2,

kxS(n,n/j, Pjd- l,p,) + k2S(n,n/j, pxd - 1, p2)

where n/j = pxp2d, d > 1 andpx # p2 are primes such that

kiPi + kiPi = !■

From the last example in 2.5 we have the following result (cf. [3, (9)]).

2.6 Corollary. There exist a closed unitary 2-manifold M and a Z/m action on M

with precisely one fixed point if m is not a power of a prime.

2.7. Slice types (cf. [4]). We shall study <%2 using the "slice type" exact sequences

of [4, Chapter I]. Abstractly, a slice type for G is a pair [H, U] with H a closed

subgroup of G and U an //-representation with UH = {0}. If M is a smooth

G-manifold, then by [4, p. 7] we have a slice type [Hx; Ux] at each x g M. Given a

suitable family F of slice types and a subfamily F', one can define bordism groups

fy*(F, F'). These fit into several exact sequences of a familiar nature (e.g., [4, 1.3.2,

p. 11]). If F is obtained from F' by adding a single slice type [H; U], then there is a

natural isomorphism from °U*(F, F') to a group <%*[!!, U] of bordism classes of

G-vector bundles [4, 1.4.4, p. 16]. Specifically, one considers bundles E | N such that

./V is the set of points with slice type [H,U]. The isomorphism is given by taking the

equivariant normal bundle to a component of the fixed point set of H [4, Corollary

1.5.3, p. 19].

These results give us an inductive method for computing aU%\F\.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.5. The Z/m slice types are:

°i,o = [i;o],

°n,o= [Z/n;0],       n\m,

a„j = [Z/n; Vj],       j = 1,2,...,« - 1 and«|m.

Order the slice types as follows:

(i)<Vo < "i.j'iij = 1,2,...,/- 1,

(ii) a„i < au, if n < I,
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(in) a,,, < onJ> if i <j,

i.e., we order first by dimension, then if the dimensions are equal we use the order of

the isotropy subgroups Z/n < Z/l for n < I. If these are also equal we order

lexicographically using V¡ < V- for /' < /.

Define sets F„j by Fn ■ = [p: p < o„j). It is immediate that Fnj is a family of

slice types so we have the exact sequence for the pair Fn } Q F„j where

Kj = Kj-{°n,j) ••• -%z/m[ottJ]^^/m[F^]

From [4, (1.5), (1.6) and (3.2)] we have

%z/m[onJ^%{B(Z/mXz/llU(l))).

We see that <&£,/m[o„J] is generated freely as a Z-module by

S(VJ Xt^Vj^ S{Vn/m) X vf.

Similarly <&2/m[°nj] is freely generated by Z/m Xz/n V¡ while ^f/m[onfí\ is gener-

ated by Z/(m/n) X CP.

It is clear that Im 9„3 . = 0 so that the sequence reduces to

0 - ^2z/m[F„J - *2V"[^J "» ker9^ - 0.

which splits since ker 3„ , is free. Therefore

^2Z/m[^,y]=^2Z/m[^.,]©ker8n,7.

Hence

*iV"[^la      ©      ker3*.,-
* •./

l « * « n
i</«*-i

We also have

*2V"kJ = Z -(Z/m XZ/BF,),      ; = 1,2,...,« - 1,

®î/m[onn} = Z -(Z/(m/n) X CP).

3.1 Lemma.

*£/«_ 0 Z-(Z/(m/«)xCF)©      0     Z-(«(Z/mXz/„^.)),
/? [ m «, /

1 « n ¡S m
l</<n-l

where

(a) a = 1 </«//' is «oí a power of a prime,

(b) a = p if n/j = pr for some prime p and a nonnegative integer r.

Proof. The proof consists of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 given below. The following will

enable us to calculate v(M) where M comes from 2.1-2.4.
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3.2 Lemma.

v(CP1) = CP\

v(CP(C®Vj))=Vj+Vm^,

v(S(m, n, j, h)) = qVm/n + Z/m XZAm/h) VJ(m/n),       h ¥= 1,

v(S(m,n,j,l)) = VJ(m/n) + qVm/n,

where v = Lk ¡vk ¡, and vk j(M) is the normal bundle (to the set of points fixed by

Z/k)oftypeakJ.

Proof. Follows directly from the definition of the surfaces.

The next four results are the main steps needed to prove Theorem 2.5.

3.3 Lemma. From the examples in 2.5 we can construct two-dimensional unitary Z/m

manifolds Mj such that v(Mj) = Vj + lower order, where

(a) a = 1 if

(i)j > m/2,

(ii) 1 < j < m/2 andj ¥= (m, j),

(iii) 1 4¡j < m/2, j | m and m/j = pxp2d where px + p2 are primes and d > 1.

(b) a = p ifl <y < m/2,j\m and m/j = pr for some prime p and a positive integer

r.

Proof, (a) (i); > m/2, let M, = CP(C © Vj).

(ii) 1 < j < m/2 andj + (m, j).

Let (m, j) = t; then (m/t, j/t) = 1. Set M, = S(m, m/t, j/t, 1). By 3.2 v(Mj) = Vj

+ qVt.
(iii) 1 < j < m/2,j\m and m/j = pxp2d where/?, ¥° p2 are primes and d > 1.

Set iV, = S(m, m/j, p2d - 1, px), and N2 = S(m, m/j, pxd - 1, p2). Then

»W = PlVj + Z/m xz/pidj V{pid_XXl,

and

v{N2)=p2Vj + Z/m Xz/p¡JjV(Pld-l)j.

Since p, ¥= p2 are primes we can construct Mj such that v(Mj) = V} + lower order,

(b) If 1 ^ j < m/2,j\m and m/j = pr for/? prime and r > 0, set

Mj. = S(m,pr,pr~l - l,p)    forr#l,

Mj = S(m,p,1,1)   foxr = l,p + 2,

Mj = CP(C © Vj)    for r = 1 and/? = 2.

For the case r =t 1, we have

v(MJ)=pVj + Z/mXz/jpr-¡Vj(pr-t_l).

For the case r = 1, we have v{M¡) = /?Fy.
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3.4 Lemma. Suppose M is a two-dimensional unitary Z/m manifold whose fixed

point set has normal bundle v(M) = aQVj + lower order where j\m and m/j = pr for

some prime p. Then p\a0.

Proof. In view of Lemma 3.3, without loss of generality we may assume

*z/m(M) = a0Vj + axVm + ••• + a^V^l^ + akVj(k)

where m/j(i) = pr+1 and (j(k), p) = 1. Note that j(i) = pj(i + 1). Restricting the

Z/m action to a Z/j(k - 1) action, we see that

^zmk-v){Rj(k-v){Mj))-akVm + N'k.

Here Rj¡k-i) is Mj with the Z/j(k - 1) action given by the inclusion Z/j(k — 1) C

Z/m and N'k is a manifold with trivial Z/j(k - 1) action. By [2, (4)] p\ak. By the

previous lemma we can construct a manifold NJ{k) such that f(NJ{k)) = akVj(k) +

lower isotropy, and M¡ - NJ(k) has a Z/m action. Restrict to the associated

Z/j(k - 2) action; then

*z/j{k-i){*-j(k-2){Mj - Nm)) = ak.xVKk_xy + Nk_,

where Nk_1 is a manifold with trivial Z/j(k - 2) action. Again by [2, (4)] we have

P\ak-v Now we can construct a manifold Nj(k_lx such that f(NJ^k_l)) = aj_lVj(k_l)

+ lower isotropy by the previous lemma. Repeating this process we see that p\a¡,

i = 0,1,..., k. In particular, p \ a0.

3.5 Lemma (cf. [3, (7.7)]). Suppose Z/m is the cyclic group of order m, Z/n is a

subgroup of Z/m, and F = F are families of slice types of Z/n. If F - F = {as ■},

then the extension map

f     ■ <9/z/"\ F  Fl -* <%z/m\ F  Fl

defined by M -* Z/m X z/n M, is an isomorphism for i = 2 and a monomorphism for

i = 1.

Proof. Let i = 2, then ^"[F, F] = ^f/n[osj) is freely generated as a Z

module by Z/n xz/sVLforj > 1, and by Z/n xz/s CP1 forj = 0.

Similarly ^2z/m[f, F] = ^2/m[oSJ] is freely generated by Z/m xz/j V} forj > 1

and by Z/m Xz/i CP1 forj = 0. The result follows since Emn takes generators onto

generators.

Now let i = 1 ; then

<W^n[F, F] = ^l/n\oSj\ = 0,    fors > 2.

Similarly

<%?/m[F,F] = 0,   fors > 2.

Ifs = 1, then o,, = [1;0], and

<*l/n\F, F] = ^/"[ljO],       W?/m[F, F] = <%?/m[l;0].

By [2, (4)] ^^/n[l;0] is generated by ^(t/,), where t/, is C with Z/n acting by

multiplication by exp(27n/rt), and *fv",[l;Ö] is generated by S(VX), where V1 is C
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with Z/m acting by multiplication by exp(2tri/m). Consider

Em,„: •1V"[1;.0] - «^«[ljO]    where S{UX) - Z/m Xz/nS(t/:).

We can construct a manifold M = S(m, m,l, m/n) so that

KM) = (m - m/«)^ + Z/m Xz/nS(U,)

by 3.2. Therefore

-(m -(m/n))S(Vx) = Z/m xz/nS(t/,)   in4fx^"[l;0].

Since S(VX) has order m, we have

Z/m x^Sit/,) = (m/n)S(Vx)   m*Fm[UQ],

i.e.,

^..-(S(öi)) = (m/n)S(Vx).

But 5(C/,) is of order n, so it follows that Em „ is a monomorphism for í — 1.

3.6 Extension Lemma (Compare with [3, (7.8)]). Suppose Z/m is a cyclic group

of order m and Z/n is a subgroup of Z/m and F ç F are families of slice types of Z/n.

Then Emn: <8r2z/B[F, F] '-* <%f/m[F, F] is an isomorphism.

Proof. The families of slice types of Z/n can be written in increasing order as

<í> = F_x ç F0 ç Fl Q • • • where F¡ - F¡_1 = {osj); asj a slice type of Z/n. By

induction on / - j we prove that

Em,n: *2z/"[f;, Fj] - *f"[F„ Fj],       i >j,

is an isomorphism. For i — j = 1 this is immediate from 3.5.

Suppose the statement is true for all / and j with i — j < k, where k 3* 2. Consider

i — j = k. There is then the triple F¡ 2 F(-t 2 F, and the commutative diagram

IE1 IE2 1£3 if 1£5

••• -*3z/mk.,] ̂ *Htë-i.^l -"•íJ'"fF„Í5] -*2VMkj] ̂ •Hte-t.jj] -"-■

By 3.5, induction and the five-lemma £3 is an epimorphism. Consider

9:*3Z/MkJ-**2Z/M[f)-i'^]'

£ = S(Vm) Xz/S Vj - S(Km) Xz/sS(Vj).

Clearly 3£ is bounded by D(Vm) Xz/sS(Vj). Therefore 3 is the zero homomorphism.

Again by induction and the five-lemma E3 is a monomorphism and hence an

isomorphism.

Lemma 3.1 then follows from 3.3 and 3.4. Theorem 2.5 follows from 3.1, 3.3 and

the extension lemma.

4. The G-signature (cf. [6]). In this section we show that the G-signatures of these

examples generate the imaginary summand of R(Z/m) ® Z[\) when m is odd.
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Let S2z/m be the equivariant oriented bordism group.  Consider the natural

signature homomorphism

sign: S2z/m ® Z[\] -* R{Z/m) ® Z[î].

Let

R(Z/m) = coker(«(l) -+ R(Z/m)) = Z[x]/(l + x + • • • + xm~l)

(tensored with Z[\]). In R(Z/m) x - 1 is invertible with inverse

m_1(l + 2x + ■■■ + mx™'1).

From [1, (1.1.5)] we have the character formula

Signz/m(S)(g) = e(t>(SS: S)y\g) Sign(S*) g C

(where e(E) is the Euler class of £), valid when v(Sg : 5) is G-trivial and, hence, we

have the following formula from Lemma 3.2.

Signz/m(S(m, m, j, h)) = <¡r—¡- + ^/h _ ^ -—.

Let Uj = (*' + l)/(x' - 1) and (j, m) = 1. Then

Signz/m(S(m, w' ;'. *)) = 2«i + «/

when 2 / = -1 mod m, hence

2a2y + a_y = ajl G ImSignz/m.
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